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English 

RESTORATION AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 

ENGLISH LITERATURE 

Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 marks 

1. Annotate FIVE of the following passages, choosing 

not more than three from each section : (5  4 = 20) 

SECTION A 

(a) (i) Here grows the cure of all, this fruit 

divine. Fair to the eye, inviting to the 

taste. Of virtue to make wise what 

hinders then to reach, and feed at once 

both body and mind? 

(6 pages) 
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 (ii) Myself and all th’ angelic host that  

  stand in 

Sight of God entrhon’d, our happy state 

Hold, as you yours, while our obedience 

hold; on other surely none; freely  

  we serve, 

Because we freely love, as in our will to 

Love or not; in this we stand or fall: And 

some are fallen, to disobedience fallen, 

And so from heaven to deepest hell; O fall. 

From what high state of bliss into what 

  woe. 

 (iii) Great wits are to madness near allied 

And thin partitions do their bounds  

  divide 

  (iv) But far more numberous was the hard of 

     such,  

   Who  think  too  little,  and who talk  too  

     much. 
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SECTION B 

(b) (i) Oh let me live my own! and die so too! 

(“To live and die is all I have to do”) 

Maintain a poet’s dignity and ease, 

And see what friends, and read  

what books I  please. 

 (ii) Our with it, Dunciad: let the secret pass 

That secret to each foot that he’s an ass 

The truth once told (and whereby  

should we lies?) The queen of Midas 

slept, and so may I, 

You think this cruel? Take it for a rule, 

No creature smarts so little as a fool. 

 (iii) Satire is a sort of glass wherein  

beholders do generally discover  

everybody’s face but their own;  

which is the chief reason for that  

kind reception it meets with in  

the world, and that so very few  

are offended with it. 

 (iv) Who but must laugh, if  

such a man there be?  

who would not weep, if  

Atticus were he? 
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2. Explicate ONE of the following passages 
connecting on its theme, style, tone and literary 
features :  (1  10 = 10) 

(a) O Earth, how like to  
 heaven, if not preferred  
 more justly, seat worthier  
 of gods, as built with second thoughts,  
 reforming what was old!  
 For what god after better  
 Worse would build? 

Or 

(b) Must I at length the sword of Justice draw?  
 Oh curst effects of necessary law!  
 How ill my fear they by my merry scan,  
 Beware the fury of a Patient Man. 

3. Answer any TWO of the following questions in 
about 200 words each. Choosing one from each 
section :   (2  15 = 30) 

SECTION A 

(a) Sketch the character of Satan in Paradise 
Lost Book IX. 

(b) Bring out the satirical elements in “Absalom 
and Achitophel”. 

(c) Analyse the autobiographical elements in 
“Epistle to Dr. Arbuth not”. 
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SECTION B 

(d) Comment on the significance of nature in 

Blake’s Songs of Innocence. 

(e) Discuss the theme of salvation in The 

Pilgrim’s Progress. 

(f) Elucidate the themes of loneliness and 

simplicity in the poems of Thomas Gray. 

4. Answer any TWO of the following questions in 

about 800 words each. Choosing one from each 

section :   (2  20 = 40) 

SECTION A 

(a) Discuss “Absalom and Achitophel” as a 

mock-epic. 

(b) Justify the fall of Adam and Eve in Paradise 

Lost Book IX. 

(c) Describe the battle between the old and the 

new books in The Battle of the Books. 
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SECTION B 

(d) Justify the title Pamela or Virtue Rewarded 

(e) Discuss gossip as the theme of the play The 

School for Scandal. 

(f) Sketch the character of Mirabell in the play 

The Way of the World. 

______________ 


